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TMW Reveal Series Business Intelligence and Analytics Now Available to
Users of Appian FinalMile Solutions

TMW Systems’ Reveal Series cloud-based business intelligence and data analytics platform is
now available as an add-on for users of the company’s Appian FinalMile solutions, which
include DirectRoute routing and scheduling optimization software as well as DRTrack fleet
tracking and reporting.

Cleveland, OH (PRWEB) June 07, 2017 -- TMW Systems’ Reveal Series cloud-based business intelligence and
data analytics platform is now available as an add-on for users of the company’s Appian FinalMile solutions,
which include DirectRoute routing and scheduling optimization software as well as DRTrack fleet tracking and
reporting. The optional Reveal Series enables users to leverage the power of big data within their businesses
through advanced, transportation-specific data models and visualization tools. By using these tools in
conjunction with Appian FinalMile solutions, users can analyze a broad range of metrics – including route
profitability, route planning efficiency and driver performance – and assess a variety of “what if” scenarios.

“TMW Reveal Series brings the power of big data analytics to fleets looking for ways to dramatically increase
the efficiency and competitiveness of their final mile operations,” said Brian Larwig, vice president and general
manager, TMW Systems. “These new tools enable users to generate actionable intelligence critical not only to
how they operate their businesses today but also to enhance their competitive position in the years ahead.”

TMW Reveal Series provides a single, comprehensive business intelligence resource for fleets of virtually all
sizes, supporting data from leading transportation management systems, mobile communications platforms,
asset maintenance solutions and other sources. Fleets using TMW Appian FinalMile solutions can rely on
Reveal Series analytics to answer an array of business-critical questions, such as: “How effective are we in
servicing our customers?”; “What are our most profitable routes?”; “Are we using the right data points when
planning routes?”; and “How can we improve driver performance and retention?.”

Reveal Series also enables users to enhance their predictive capabilities by unlocking answers deeply embedded
within operational data and historical trends. Fleet professionals can analyze a variety of “what if” scenarios to
determine financial, service level and other likely implications of new operational practices and competitive
strategies. Results to all queries are just a few clicks away and presented in user-friendly data visualizations,
dashboards, scorecards, multi-layer thematic maps and more.

“Reveal Series was developed by and for transportation industry professionals to serve as a single ‘source of
truth’ for fleets and other businesses active within the final mile market,” Larwig said. “Users can reduce
multiple, often outdated and contradictory reports and sources that add unnecessary time, complexity and
uncertainty to the planning process.”

To learn more about TMW Reveal Series, contact a TMW representative and visit: www.tmwsystems.com/big-
data.

About TMW Systems
TMW is a leading transportation software provider to commercial and private fleets, brokerage and 3PL
organizations. Founded in 1983, TMW has focused on providing enterprise software to the transportation
industry, including asset-based and non-asset-based operations as well as heavy-duty vehicle service centers.
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With offices in Cleveland, Dallas, Indianapolis, Nashville, Oklahoma City, Raleigh, and Vancouver, the
company serves over 2,000 customers, including many of the largest, most sophisticated and complex
transportation service companies in North America. TMW is a Trimble Company (NASDAQ: TRMB) and part
of the international Transportation and Logistics Division.
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Contact Information
Drew Shippy
Pinnacle Media
+1 (330) 688-3500

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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